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Made in

the USA

7 Pad Liner System 
Movable sweat-wicking comfort pads 
provide impact protection and superior 
comfort by distributing the helmet's weight 
evenly. The 7-Pad Liner System includes 1 
circular crown pad, 2 trapezoidal pads, and 
4 oblong pads which are available in various 
thicknesses. 

Retention System
Easily adjustable 4-point attachment system 
provides optimal retention and �t. Retention 
System includes nape pad, adjustable 
tensioners on straps, chin cut and buckle. 
The system accommodates small, medium, 
large and extra-large helmets.   Available in 
Black, Olive Green, Foliage Green and Tan. 

Modular Suspension System
The Modular Suspension System (MSS) is comprised of an impact liner, dial �t 
band, comfort pad system and retention system. The impact liner is made of 
low pro�le impact material and exceeds U.S. Army ACH impact standard. An 
adjustable crown net allows for sweat wicking and comfort. It suspends the 
helmet shell on the wearer’s head, meaning the impact liner does not come 
into contact with the head, providing a free �ow of air for cooling bene�ts. 
The system accommodates small, medium, large and extra-large helmets.   
Available in Black and Tan. 

Helmet Bag
Helmet storage bag composed of durable, 
water resistant fabric with drawstring 
opening and a personalized name tag.

Precision Basic Full & Mid Cut Helmet Cover
Full cut helmet cover includes elastic drawstring 
and 4 hook and loop tabs that allow the cover to 
stay securely in place on helmet.  The system 
accommodates small, medium, large and extra-
large helmets.   Available in Black, Multi-cam 
and ACU.

Precision Fit Enhanced Helmet Cover
Precision Fit Enhanced Helmet Cover for Full Cut 
helmets includes elastic drawstring and 4 hook 
and loop tabs that allow the cover to stay securely 
in place on helmet, elastic accessory loops and 
hook and loop for attaching patches, counter-
weights, etc.  The system accommodates small, 
medium, large and extra-large helmets.   
Available in Black, Multi-cam and ACU.

Precision Fit Premium Helmet Cover
Precision Fit Premium Helmet Cover for Full Cut
helmets includes elastic drawstring and 4 hook 
and loop tabs that allow the cover to stay 
securely in place on helmet, elastic accessory 
loops and hook and loop for attaching patches, 
counterweights, mesh covering for increased 
camou�aging and cable runs to reduce 
snagging.  The system accommodates small, 
medium, large and extra-large helmets.   
Available in Black, Multi-cam and ACU.

NVG Shock Cord 
NVG Shock Cord is made of durable bungee 
material.  It includes two clips and split rings 
which o�ers supplemental retention support 
of NVG device to the Front mount and 
stabilizes NVG and reduces rattling of device 
during use.
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Visor / Mandible Guard Storage Case
Visor-Mandible Guard Storage Case is made 
of durable Cordura fabric with a brushed 
nylon inner lining to protect visor lens and 
elastic strap wraps to retain mandible guard. 
Available in Black and Multi-cam

Anti-fog Cloth
Carton contains 3 reusable anti-fog cloths in foil 
packets.  Good for up to 25 applications. 

Lens Cleaner Spray
Carton contains 2 spray bottles.  
Each bottle is 1 �uid oz. 
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